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ACCOUNTABILITY TRANSPARENCY SIMPLICITY 
South Central Coast Regional Consortium (SCCRC) Regional Fiscal Meeting 

MINUTES 
April 20, 2018. Noon – 4:00 pm 

at Pierpont Inn 
KEY OUTCOMES FOR TODAY’S MEETING: 

1. Review the current SWP fiscal flow and master and associated participation
agreements.

2. Decide if additional master agreement is necessary for movement of money between
colleges for work outside of SWP (etc. DSNs and/or TAPs from host college to colleges in
the region. (Current master agreement expires on June 30, 2018.)

3. Understand fiscal processes and timelines of each of the Districts in the region to
receive and use SWP money

4. Identify next steps.

Welcome and Overview 

Chancellor’s Office Opening Remarks (Matt Roberts, Dean of Field Operations at the 
Chancellor’s Office): 

• Matt started off by congratulating our region on the good work so far.

• Review of SWP 2.0 Fund Management PPT ( SWP Fund Management ) to explain the First In
First Out (FIFO)methodology.  The purpose is to spend all of the 16-17 allocation first
regardless of when the project started.

• In NOVA, the allocation year will be stripped from all existing projects. This will break
down barriers of going by year, to going by projects.  Luann stated that we may still need to
label projects with the FY since that is how we currently track approved projects and
associated spending plans for a particular allocation.

• Matt stated that it is okay to use 16-17 money and add it to projects that are not form 16-
17. Luann—we need to be clear to differentiate ongoing projects, like Job Developers, and
one-time projects, or projects requesting continuing funding.

• Luann stated that right now we only have 2 projects proposed in 17-18 that were approved
by the SCCRC voting group but not funded by the vote of the Steering Committee.  All of the
17% incentive funds went back to the colleges/districts.

• Matt suggested that the 17% could be carved out as special projects, for example.
Legislature --$300 million per year is sun-setting and $212 may come to SWP.  K12
outcomes are so different than college level.  Data points that lead from K12 College &
Career Indicators.  Want work-based learning to align with colleges.  We need to connect
the data points.

• K12 proposal—K12 very mad, but Donna Wyatt, Director at CDE and DOF.  Matt is co-
writing the trailer bill to present to the legislature.  Outcome will be in the May 15 revise.
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• Matt tells our success stories to the legislature.  There’s so much engagement happening
with business & industry, and the analytics show this.  Van’s model is generating support.

• Harriett stated that they need a Perkins advisory guide.  The Perkins primer says one thing
and the Chancellor’s Office says another.

• We have 1402 money that funds the DSNs.  Margaret—SWP is broad regarding: how we
can spend.  We have staffing needs.  At what point do you expect our districts to be
institutionalizing staffing in particular?  Three years?  We need guidance.  Matt will ask
Alejandro to work on updating the FAQs.

• Rule of thumb – only spend a certain portion out of categorical.  What would it take to
convince colleges to institutionalize?  There’s a six-month window on final round
expenditures.

• The first thing the legislature will look at is spending the dollars.  Notion of having 18-19 in
by June was to try to do planning ahead.  The calculation of 17% incentive funding in
January is based on October MIS.

• Luann—fiscal office folks—are there questions for Matt?  Very few restrictions for the use
of these funds and there is a disconnect between program folks and fiscal folks.

• July 2018 is when you will know the 83% allocation for 18-19 and January 2019 is when
you’ll know what 18-19 17% incentive funding is. Plan for a “Rubber budget” at about 90-
95% of what was received in 17-18.

• Continue to focus on outcomes and using Launchboard to assist with making data-based
decisions.

Part of the Fiscal meeting was recorded. Go to the link below: 

 https://cccconfer.zoom.us/recording/share/R4aO-MHrWOq3WX-40FMiZc6JNDR-jqt2P9oDj6mUrquwIumekTziMw 

Review of SCCRC fiscal flow chart 

• Reviewed the fiscal flow chart (See SCCRC SWP Invoice and Participation Agreement Flow
Chart in the Fiscal Meeting 4-20-18 section of SCCRC Agendas & Minutes)

• Will need to revise based on today’s discussion and any decisions.
• A college/district can prepare on invoice and include the Participation Agreements for all

of the specific projects.
• Diane reminded everyone to send the invoices to Diane and Luann and let those in your

fiscal offices that are preparing the invoices know that as well.

Review of SWP master agreement and Participation Agreement format 

• Reviewed a copy of the SWP Master Agreement (See South Central Coast Regional
Consortium Master Agreement – Strong Workforce Program Between Santa Barbara
Community College District and the other 5 districts in our region in the Fiscal Meeting 4-
20-18 section
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• All agreed this agreement and the Exhibit A: Sample Participation Agreement included still
worked. Each Participation Agreement needs to include the scope of work for a specific
project, the period of performance and the dollar amount.

Discussion about whether there is a need for a separate agreement for key talent if they have 
funds to disburse to other regional colleges (are there other funding sources other than SWP) 

Procedures for colleges to actually receive funding (can we streamline) 

General discussion about college district fiscal processes and timelines and how (hopefully) to 
streamline some of this 

• VCCCD wants side contracts for funds coming in.  Performance period, terms of funding,

deliverables.  We need a separate contract for each thing. Larry suggested that an addendum can

be used to augment funding to an existing project but not for

• Lu—for the Boards we can prepare a Participation agreement for the total amount a district has
been authorize amount based on all of the projects lead by that district to include DSN

allocation, project leads, etc.  As soon as we know what the “bucket” is, the region can notify
the college districts.  This would happen twice a year: Once for the 83% allocation in July and

again for the 17 % incentive funding in January.

• Margaret suggesting a new process.  College could be planning specific projects while these

amounts are going thru Board approval.  Larry said Participation Agreement template is good

format.

• Each college district needs Board approval to receive the money.

• Paula discussed the DSN Master Agreement (See South Central Coast Master Agreement –

Deputy Sector Navigator (DSN) Between Santa Clarita Community College District and the

other five Districts in the region in the Fiscal Meeting 4-20-18 section of SCCRC Agendas &
Minutes).  Colleges that accepted it and it went to their Board, she had no problem with CTE

deans sign off and receive money.  Master Agreement is a sub-award.  (See the next page for

additional notes that Paula provided regarding the DSN Master Agreement.)

• VCCCD must go to the Board even to receive $5000.  All need to be tracked and have a scope of

work if it is not a budget augmentation to an existing project.

• VCCCD lots of work fiscally for a small amount of money ($4-5000) that may have a significant

impact on the students.  Don’t want to refuse money just because it is too much work to accept

and track.

• AHC – Suggested using a service agreement. Boiler plate issued by project director. Doesn’t

need Board approval as long as it does not exceed $15,000.

• Still need to find out the process to facilitate interchange of funds between districts (other than

from fiscal agent).  Lu suggested that we modify the DSN agreement to be inclusive of other key

talent and project leads.  Paula said it requires the CBO signature. Need to attach Participation

Agreements (scope of work, period of performance and dollar amount).

• Needs to be turned around quickly as DSN’S master agreement ends in June of 2018.
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• REPORTING: Project status that included budget/expenditure information - VCCCD needs a

15-day notice to provide that information.  Even if information from the region to make sure that

project and expenditures are still and track or if funds need to be reallocated.  All of the other

colleges are ok with using a google doc until the Chancellor’s Office institutes a formal quarterly

report in NOVA.

• Paula asked if SBCC has the original agreements.  Need the one with all the Exhibits, not the one

that was provided as that is for CoC and their DSNs only.

• Write-up of the suggestions Paula Hodge provided at the meeting: Master Agreement for Regional

Deputy Sector Navigators (DSN) and Regional Technical Assistant Providers (TAP) and Regional

Projects in Common (RPCs) i.e. Melissa’s project, Renee project

• Master agreement signed by signature authority of each 8 colleges

• Master agreement submitted to each district BOT for approval

o Master agreement timeframe for the next five years – 07/01/2018 through 06/30/2022

o Master agreement not associated to funding source but can say “Include but not limited to

Economic and Work force Development (EWD), Strong Workforce Program (SWP), and

Doing What Matters (DWM) funding”

o Master Agreement exhibits will contain Statement of Work (SOW) and actual cost and

payment distribution per project proposal

o Master Agreement allows the eight colleges within the region to receive funds from another

college or to expend based on DSN, TAP or RPC  SOW.

• I recommend an improvement - we create only three Exhibits vs an exhibit per DSN title as before.

Exhibit for Deputy Sector Navigators and an Exhibit for Technical Assistant Providers and Regional

Projects in Common

• DSN/TAP and college sign per SOW

o Exhibits will not require BOT approval

o Exhibits will allow DSN, TAP or RPC to provide college(s) the necessary percentage of

funds to initiate project spelled out in the SOW

• This is unlike a subcontract that requires colleges to “front” the money for any work prior to being

paid

Review Agreements from today: 
• SWP Master Agreement good until 2020.
• Change fiscal flow process to first provide districts with a Participation Agreement

specifying a total amount you’ll be receiving from the fiscal agent of the 83% SWP
regional share allocation around July and again for the 17% incentive funding allocation
around July. This will include funds to the host districts of DSNs, TAPs COE and other
regional project leads. This is what the colleges/districts will take to their respective
boards.

• SBCC will need detailed Participation Agreements for each of the separate projects with
specific scopes of work, period of performance and dollar amounts for each of the
projects at that host college/district with an invoice for the total amount.
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Determinations of any actions to proceed from this meeting 

• ACTION ITEM: Luann and Diane will locate and modify to the existing DSN Master agreement to

include other key talent and regional project leads to facilitate the flow of money between and among

districts other that from SBCC as the regional SWP fiscal agent. Send to David at VCCCD for review

and comment.

• ACTION ITEM: Luann and Diane will provide requests for project status reports 15 days prior to the

due date.
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Name Role College/Organization Phone Email
1 Chapman, Annette Accountant Allan Hancock College 805-922-6966 x3341 achapman@hancockcollege.edu
2 Day, Jeanine Supervisor, Campus Fiscal Services Ventura College 805-289-6025 jday@vdcccd.edu
3 Duenas, Felicia CTE Dean Ventura College 805-289-6562 fduenas@vcccd.edu
4 El Fattal, David Vice Chancellor, Business & 

Administration
VCCCD 805-652-5536 DElfattal@vcccd.edu

5 Flores, Laureano CTE Dean Antelope Valley College 661.722.6300 ext 
6423

laflores@avc.edu
6 Happel, Harriet Dean College of the Canyons 661-362-3653 harriet.happel@canyons.edu
7 Hodge, Paula DSN ICT & Digital Media College of the Canyons 661.362.5108 paula.hodge@canyons.edu
8 Hollems, Diane Co-Chair SCCRC SBCC 805-448-2106 diane.hollems@gmail.com
9 Jurevich, Gayla DSN Cuesta College 805.546.3188 gayla_jurevich@cuesta.edu
10 Lake, Amanda SCCRC Admin Ass't SCCRC 805-448-8856 amanda.j58@gmail.com
11 Lau, Margaret Dean Allan Hancock College 805-922-6966 x3261 margaret.lau@hancockcollege.edu
12 Madrid, Jennifer Fiscal Analyst Cuesta 805-546-3100 ext. 

2851
jennifer_madrid@cuesta.edu

13 Magenau, Keller Grant Director, CTE Oxnard College 805-678-5116 kmagenau@vcccd.edu,
14 Maher, Larry Supervising Financial Analyst VCCCD 805-652-5542 lmaher@vcccd.edu,
15 Park, Celine CE Grant Director Moorpark College 805-289-6058 cpark@vcccd.edu
16 Petrash, Kelly Sr. Accounting Technician Moorpark College 805-553-4669 kelly_petrash2@vcccd.edu
17 Roberts, Matt Dean of Field Operations Chancellor's Office 916.445.7692 mroberts@cccco.edu
18 Robertson, Sabrina CTE Grants & Dual Enrollment Cuesta College 805-546-3997 sroberts@cuesta.edu
19 Rodriguez, Letty Career Education Grant Director Ventura College (805) 289-6430 lrodriguez1@vcccd.edu
20 Swanberg, Luann Chair, SCCRC SBCC 805-479-7670 lswanberg2@gmail.com
21 Tafoya, Christina Dean, CTE Oxnard College 805-986-5025 ctafoya@vcccd.edu
22 Zavas, James Controller SBCC 805-965-0581 x4242 jdzavas@pipeline.sbcc.edu

SCCRC Fiscal Agents Meeting April 20, 2018
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